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During his invited talk at the first Workshop on Integration of Artificial Intelligence and Operations Research in Constraint Programming for Combinatorial Optimization, CP-AI-OR99, Jean-Francois Puget claimed that "Constraint Programming (CP) can be seen as Software Engineering applied to Operations Research (OR)". This statement is very strong, but indeed "almost" true. To my mind, CP is both something more and something less than this. It is something more since CP has its roots not only in Mathematical Programming, but also in Logic Programming and in Constraint Solving. From Logic Programming, CP inherits the declarative semantics, flexibility, the relational form which enables the definition of constraints without specifying input and output parameters, and the non-determinism which leads to the exploration of a search tree with a backtracking scheme. From Constraint Solving and Artificial Intelligence, CP has inherited powerful filtering algorithms, sophisticated search techniques and nogood recording. However, CP is something less than this: OR is so wide, and well studied since the fifties that so far CP could only cover a small, yet effective, portion of OR. The integration of areas of OR such as game theory, decision theory and stochastic programming into a CP framework has yet to be addressed.

However, experience with current implementations has already shown that CP is a powerful framework where Mathematical Programming concepts, and also local search techniques can be smoothly integrated and easily used.

The OR community has strengths both in breadth and in depth. The techniques of Integer and Linear programming and Local search are applicable to a huge swathe of (combinatorial) optimisation problems. Yet OR researchers have explored certain problem classes in great depth. These problems (the Travelling Salesman Problem, Set Partitioning and Covering, the Knapsack Problem, to name a few) are pure problems. No side constraints are considered. This simplification has an enormous advantage: pure problems are structured. The geometrical structure of the problem can help to reveal important problem properties. Geometric and algebraic structures enable practitioners to define ad hoc super-efficient (often polynomial) solving algorithms. Although pure problems rarely appear in real life applications, their investigation leads to the
development of algorithms that can be effectively exploited to solve variants of these problems. These algorithms can be considered as software components providing results exploited in a large variety of applications.

The exploitation of bounds, reduced costs, optimal solutions of subparts of the original problems, heuristic suggestions coming from relaxations or problem decompositions dramatically enhance CP solver performance. Linear programming solvers are nowadays integrated in all commercial CP solvers.

When it was first introduced, Constraint Logic Programming was a declarative, general framework for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems. It was more efficient than Logic Programming, but for combinatorial optimization problems, it was not powerful enough to compete with OR methods.

Now, things have changed. CP is closer to software engineering applied to OR. Firstly global constraints have been introduced into CP solvers, embedding complex pruning techniques. They are a powerful, fundamental tool for modelling and solving constraint (optimization) problems. Secondly, the optimization side, that was naively treated at the beginning, is now becoming an important aspect of CP solvers exploiting OR techniques.

Many steps need to be taken. CP researchers need to study, learn and think to discover which is the most general way to incorporate OR components in CP solvers. It is a big challenge.

This book was conceived during the CP-AI-OR School on Optimization I organized in Le Croisic (France) in 2002. The School was a successful event with more than fifty participants, and the speakers covered almost all aspects of the integration in an exhaustive and stimulating way. After the school, I was solicited to collect papers concerning the talks into a book. Therefore, the book is mainly devoted to students, researchers and practitioners who are entering this evolving research field. The book covers a wide range of perspectives on the field. Beside chapters based on talks from the school, the book contains some additional papers covering aspects which were not treated during the school for reasons of time.

The book is organized as follows: Chapter 1 is devoted to an introduction that provides a high level overview of the main concepts of Constraint Programming (CP) and Integer Programming (IP) used in the book. Chapter 2 informally introduces integration methods describing and classifying the main works in the field. Chapter 3 presents a unifying framework that presents under a uniform perspective the main concepts of CP and IP, underlining similarities and differences and stating the basis for possible integrations. In Chapter 4 global constraints are described as a vehicle for integrating IP concepts in CP in a transparent way for the user. Chapter 5 presents various ways to integrate relaxations in Constraint Programming focussing on global constraints. Then, Chapter 6 describes hybrid solvers and Chapter 7 concerns Column Generation
and its integration in Constraint Programming. Chapter 8 concerns randomization and problem structure as a basis for understanding the intrinsic difficulty of the combinatorial problems. Many incomplete methods have been proposed mixing incomplete search (like local search and metaheuristics) in CP. Thus, Chapter 9 is devoted to a survey on the subject. Finally, the last chapter is devoted to open perspectives and future directions.

The authors are eminent and well known researchers and have significantly contributed to the field. They come from Universities, Research Centers and industries.

Finally, I would like to thank all the people who have helped me in the realization of this book. Andrea Lodi and Jean-Francois Puget suggested me to write this book. Krzysztof Apt spared his precious time to help me at the beginning of the process with invaluable advice. Mark Wallace who kindly proofread some parts of this book. John Hooker introduced me to Kluwer and pointed me out the CS/OR series. Gary Folven provided me with constant assistance. François Laburthe and Narendra Jussien helped me in the organization of the School of Optimization in Le Croisic.

Warm thanks go to the authors of the papers presented here for their work and their constant commitment in respecting the numerous requests I have asked of them, among which were requests to review other chapters in the book. Besides the authors, I would like to thank external reviewers: Torsten Fahle, Marco Gavanelli, Willem Jan van Hoeve, Ulrich Junker, Meinolf Sellman and Louis Martin Rousseau. I would also like to thank my colleagues Luca Benini and Andrea Roli for their help in the editing of several parts of the manuscript.
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